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 Like many, after the University of Mississippi announced the unprecedented switch to 

remote instruction, I turned to the resources my university provided, learned how to Zoom, and 

joined many “Pandemic Pedagogy” groups on social media where a lot of helpful resources were 

shared. My approach was not flawless and will continue to adapt and be modified as needed. I 

strived for a path of least resistance or fundamental change, and a high amount of flexibility 

which helped me accept that not everything could occur as originally planned. Like my 

colleagues in this cluster, a lot of what we used to do, both as instructors and researchers, has had 

to change but change, while not ideal, is not always bad. In short, my original face-to-face 

blended approach of on the spot target-language contextualization mixed in with class discussion 

and small group conversation turned into recorded monologues, written student comments, and a 

weekly half-hour live Zoom with an alternative for those that could no longer attend. In my 

recordings, accompanied by slides like I had done in class, I would explain not only the 

supplementary context of their assigned readings but also walk them through a set of discussion 

questions. They were then asked to pick two questions per class topic and write out a paragraph 

answer for each on a discussion board and provide shorter replies to two of their classmates’ 

posts.1 

                                                 
1 For the fall, I plan on replacing one of these written answers and replies with oral pre-recorded 

conversations. 
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 While giving a complete overview of my semester would not be very fruitful, let us zoom 

in—pun intended—to two modifications that I found particularly effective. Being in the early 

stages of my career, my teaching preparation goals consist of remaining one full class period 

ahead of the lesson I am about to teach. This meant that the majority of the remote-teaching 

semester was yet to be prepared which, in part gave me some freedom in how I would now frame 

and contextualize each topic. I had designed both sections of my 300-level Latin American 

Culture and Civilization course to revolve on common themes but with each class period 

focusing on its own topic pulling from various centuries and countries. Like many, the pandemic 

was on my mind constantly, and as such, with almost each topic we discussed—food, leisure, 

protests, migration, the economy, and more—I provided my students with optional questions 

connected to the pandemic and established a possible platform to nuance the cultural impacts of 

a global crisis. Such considerations were never a concrete requirement, but many of my students 

wove pandemic thoughts and concerns into their assignments like presentations or current event 

reporting. 

 In a different way, this preoccupation seeped into my 500-level Special Topics course on 

premodern Iberian magic.2 While not dominant in our class discussions of the assigned readings 

like the other course, one class project that originally would have had a more hands-on showcase 

feel morphed into something that perhaps will have even longer longevity and provided a 

potential space to reflect on the COVID-19 concern. Throughout the semester students were to 

make note of the reason for and the way in which magical spells were preserved, documented, or 

represented. Supplemented with a page description and explanation, they would then have to 

create their own modified visual representation of a spell and show it to the whole class. For 

                                                 
2 This course had seventeen students, three MA and the rest advanced undergrads. 
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instance, some students had burned the edges of their pages to mimic habitual use by a magic 

practitioner as evident in some surviving manuscripts (Image 1). No longer being able showcase 

their creations in a museum-like classroom gallery, each student was made responsible for one 

page of a grimoire—that was later digitally bound together and distributed among the class—

mirroring premodern miscellany compendia that contained loose folios of related content by a 

diverse range of hands. Notably, one entry was “para curar una persona de virus mortal” (Image 

2). Just as premodern spells reflect societal concerns of the time—say love, pest control, or 

enmity—this project reflects a combination of a handful of students’ present concerns and 

impressions or interpretations of premodern ones with a modern twist. 

 On the other end of the surprising semester and at the start of another, my takeaway is 

that there is no avoiding challenges. However, if we dive into our current realities, embracing the 

uncertainty that is felt by both students and faculty and allow the option of incorporating some 

discussion of lived experiences and impressions into the lesson plans or activities, no matter how 

abstract, there is a chance our classrooms can be a space of some safe comfort and discussion. 

No, our classes should not be pandemic all day every day, but in discussing parallels or 

unpacking global variances, we can establish a new sense of understanding on past events. The 

unknown only becomes manageable when it is more familiar and if our guidance through bits 

and pieces of the Hispanic world can transform our students into eager world-trotters, then until 

we can trot again, our classrooms can equip both them and us with some tools or strategies to 

unmask certain aspects of this lingering threat.  
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Image 1. An example of a spell with burnt 

edges that like many premodern spells 

focuses on conception; photo shared with 

permission of student.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Image 2. An example of a spell that incorporates 

a virus cure playing with astrology, lapidary 

properties and Spanish-Arabic contact; photo 

shared with permission of student.  


